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I propose to supplement the CARES Act by enhancing the SBA Express program of the Small 
Business Administration (SBA). My proposal is inspired by the success of Title I of the Federal 
Housing Act (FHA) of 1934.

HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION OF FHA TITLE I AND ITS SUCCESS
Title I of the FHA introduced a guarantee for banks and financial institutions on the loans they made 
under the program. This guarantee covered the first 20 percent of losses in the portfolio of Title I 
loans in each bank. The federal government was able to create a double incentive—for lenders to 
extend more loans and for borrowers to take on more debt at lower interest rates—at a fraction of 
the total loan value. The program was designed to jump-start the construction industry, and it first 
targeted homeowners, then expanded to long-term tenants and lessees and, importantly, also to busi-
nesses, particularly those with a commercial need to improve their façades.1 Then labor secretary 
Frances Perkins stated that Title I “was one of the most essential features of the recovery program.”2

In addition to the guarantee, Title I had two distinct characteristics: deployment through local 
business networks and unsecured loans. Through an army of salesmen, the FHA promoted these 
loans through local business organizations, giving this federal program a distinct local flavor. Also, 
in contrast to Title II, on mortgages, Title I introduced unsecured loans (that is, loans without a 
collateral asset), something that was very rare in mainstream finance in the 1930s.

Title I was a success. A first batch of loans, from August 1934 to April 1937, included 1.45 mil-
lion loans for a total amount of $560 million.3 Of that initial batch, by the end of 1938, nearly 
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85 thousand loans had defaulted, and the federal government reimbursed local banks a paltry 
$19.1 million.4

Historian Richard Harris highlights four areas where the program was particularly effective. 
The program (1) achieved rapid adoption, (2) penetrated broadly with one loan per eight owner-
occupied homes by 1937, (3) facilitated installment financing for home improvements, and (4) 
saw a multiplier, the cascading and indirect benefits, of three as homeowners spent more than 
they borrowed.5

Construction employment, which had fallen from 1,512,000 in 1929 to 877,000 in 1934, rose to 
1,1600,000 in 1936.6 Because Title I was rolled out more quickly than other parts of the FHA, it is 
likely that it played more than a modest part in that two-year recovery. Miles Colean, the consulting 
economist who helped draft the legislation that created the Federal Housing Administration, recalls, 
“[Title I] did get under way very rapidly. It was capable of doing so because it required no special 
legislation on the part of the states. . . . The commercial banks took it up without opposition or delay.”7

Economist Carter McFarland observed, inter alia, that the rapid adoption by commercial banks 
of unsecured consumer installment lending marked one of the most significant achievements of 
Title I.8

Title I had flaws. The program had several restrictions and only half of the institutions that signed 
up for the program actually issued loans. Regulations also initially reserved loans for property own-
ers and excluded common home-improvement projects, such as buying appliances.9 In addition, 
the average interest rate for these loans was 9.7 percent, significantly less than rates common for 
consumer installment loans.10 Still, compared to other New Deal lending programs such as FHA 
Title II (home mortgage insurance), the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (which refinanced delin-
quent home mortgages), and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (which provided emergency 
bank loans and railroad debt restructuring), Title I stands out for its speed and targeted success.11

EXPANDING SBA EXPRESS LOANS
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the SBA Express loan program will offer a lifeline to strug-
gling restaurants, doctor’s offices, and a myriad of other small businesses across the United States 
because the loans are approved in 36 hours, which is much faster than the regular lending vehicle 
of SBA, called 7(a) loans.12

Currently, each SBA Express loan carries a maximum guarantee of 50 percent from the SBA, and 
crucially, the approval decision is made by the lender. No collateral on loans less than $25,000 is 
required, and lenders use their own collateral requirements on loans greater than $25,000. Lend-
ers negotiate their own interest rate, within a limit set by the SBA, and maturities of up to seven 
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years.13 In sum, the SBA Express loan combines flexibility and speed; and now, under the CARES 
Act, it adds an expanded maximum size of $1 million through the end of 2020.14 My proposal is to 
supplement the CARES Act with a set of four policies to be adopted by the SBA.

First, SBA Express loans can be made more attractive to borrowers and lenders through a relax-
ation of rules. Any financial institution with a state or federal charter should be deemed approved 
as an SBA Express loan lender and expedited approval granted to other firms.

Second, all collateral decisions should be made by the lenders at their discretion. Regulatory 
authorities, such as the Federal Reserve (Fed), Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Office 
of Thrift Supervision, National Credit Union Administration, and similar state bodies, should 
authorize that discretion.

Third, the SBA Express loan program should exchange its current guarantee of 50 percent on 
each individual loan for a 25 percent guarantee on losses of an institution’s entire portfolio of SBA 
Express loans. Alternatively, the Fed could convert its Main Street Business Lending program into 
25 percent portfolio insurance on Express Loans so that the 50 percent SBA guarantee remains in 
place and the Fed guarantees the next 50 percent of each loan up to a cumulative (between SBA 
and Fed guarantees) 25 percent of an institution’s entire portfolio of SBA Express loans.15 Neither 
the SBA nor the Fed can rapidly assess individual borrowers, but each has the resources to guar-
antee loans. Portfolios of loans should be locked in at the end of 2020 to allow securitization and 
insurance settlements.

Fourth, the cap should be raised to a maximum of $10 million total in SBA Express loans per bor-
rower, either spread across multiple lenders or multiple loans with a single lender. A $250 billion 
maximum liability to the SBA, well within the magnitude of the current appropriation, would 
facilitate a trillion dollars in lending.

CONCLUSION
The existing SBA Express loan program, as expanded by the CARES Act, will provide a much-
needed cash injection to small businesses. I believe it can go further. Learning from the experi-
ence of Title I of the FHA, policymakers can establish an even broader incentive, committing the 
federal government to shoulder only a fraction of the lending expansion.
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